Background: Since experimental techniques are time and cost consuming, in silico protein structure prediction is essential to produce conformations of protein targets. When homologous structures are not available, fragment-based protein structure prediction has become the approach of choice. However, it still has many issues including poor performance when targets' lengths are above 100 residues, excessive running times and sub-optimal energy functions. Taking advantage of the reliable performance of structural class prediction software, we propose to address some of the limitations of fragment-based methods by integrating structural constraints in their fragment selection process. Results: Using Rosetta, a state-of-the-art fragment-based protein structure prediction package, we evaluated our proposed pipeline on 70 former CASP targets containing up to 150 amino acids. Using either CATH or SCOP-based structural class annotations, enhancement of structure prediction performance is highly significant in terms of both GDT_TS (at least +2.6, p-values < 0.0005) and RMSD (−0.4, p-values < 0.005). Although CATH and SCOP classifications are different, they perform similarly. Moreover, proteins from all structural classes benefit from the proposed methodology. Further analysis also shows that methods relying on class-based fragments produce conformations which are more relevant to user and converge quicker towards the best model as estimated by GDT_TS (up to 10% in average). This substantiates our hypothesis that usage of structurally relevant templates conducts to not only reducing the size of the conformation space to be explored, but also focusing on a more relevant area.
Background
Although the first protein structure was determined 56 years ago [1] , experimental techniques are still time and cost consuming. Consequently, computational techniques are essential to produce conformations of protein targets. While excellent results can be produced in silico when homologous structures are available, despite advancements in the field of Bioinformatics, structure predictions remain far from being accurate and reliable when attempting to identify a protein's native conformation from its sequence alone [2] .
Ab initio methods (also known as de novo, template-free, or physics-based modelling) mimic Anfinsen's thermodynamic principle by seeking the lowest possible energy conformation that a sequence can adopt [3] . Initially, physics-based methods were proposed, sampling the conformation space until reaching that minimal energy. Although successful predictions have been achieved using Monte Carlo methods and molecular dynamics simulations [4] [5] [6] , their extensive computational requirements have limited their application to small proteins. Usage of approximations and heuristics has been a strategy to reduced computational costs; however this has led to the production of less accurate models. As a result, application of those approaches has been mainly limited to the study of the folding pathway of small proteins rather than prediction of final conformations [7] . To deal with those limitations, fragment-based methods with fast search techniques such as Monte Carlo simulations have been introduced to provide 'coarse-grained' ab initio predictions [8] . Evaluation in community-wide competitions has shown that fragmentbased predictions perform well when dealing with short proteins [9] . As a consequence they have become the methods of choice when ab initio prediction is required. However, current approaches still have many limitations. We propose to address some of them by integrating structural constraints in their fragment selection process.
After a review of fragment-based protein structure prediction approaches and protein structure classifications, we propose the usage of structural classes to constrain standard fragment-based methods in order to reduce the size of conformation space they need to explore.
Fragment-based protein structure prediction
Motivated by the fact there is a strong correlation between sequence and structure at the local level [10] , fragmentbased protein structure prediction methods were first proposed in 1994 by Bowie and Eisenberg [11] . They rely on the concatenation of short rigid fragments excised from actual protein structures to construct putative protein models. Since conformation space is explored at a fragment level, the entropy of the conformational search is reduced dramatically compared to standard ab-initio approaches. Still, unlike homology and threading modelling, fragment-based predictors are able to handle template-free modelling (FM) targets.
In order to eliminate the 'discrete' nature of the process of associating the best sub-structures to given subsequences, first, continuous overlapping fragments along the sequence are used, second, weighted knowledge-based energy functions are applied to measure the fitness of fragments using non-local interactions, and third, all-atom refinement is conducted [12] . Such procedure aims at emulating the actual protein folding mechanism which is believed to follow a 'local-to-global/divide-and-conquer' process which would explain the high speed of the folding process observed in nature [2, 13, 14] . Regarding the choice of fragment length, several studies concluded that their optimal size should be around 10 amino acids [15, 16] . Moreover, it was shown that at least a set of 100 fragments should be explored for each position to produce native-like conformations [16] .
According to performance [17] evaluated by the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) [18] -the community-wide biennial event which aims at objective evaluation of protein structure predictors -, FRAGFOLD can be considered as the first successful attempt in long fragment assembly protein structure prediction [19] . Moreover, since its initial participation in 1996, it has been continuously updated and remains an important CASP contributor [9] . FRAGFOLD's main contribution has been the usage of two types of fragments: supersecondary structural motifs (variable length of 9 to 31 residues) which have been shown to be parts of the polypeptides that form early but remain stable during the folding process [20, 21] , and miscellaneous fragments extracted from high-resolution proteins (fixed length of 9-mers) [22] [23] [24] .
Studies highlighting local sequence-structure relationships [25] suggested that methods built on Bowie and Eisenberg's principles should only consider short fragments. As a result, Rosetta, a fully ab initio protein structure prediction suite, offered to generate conformations from assemblies of short fragments (3-mers and 9-mers) excised from high resolution protein structures [26] . Using the target's sequence, for each position, the best 9-mers and 3-mers are selected. This is performed not only using the sequence profile, but also by considering secondary structure (SS) prediction information generated from several sources as well as Ramachandran map probabilities. Then, the process of building conformations is conducted using two levels of search and refinement: coarse and finegrained associated with their respective energy functions. In the first level, low-resolution conformations are generated by representing the chain by heavy atoms of the backbone besides a single centroid for the side chains, whereas in the second one, all atoms are modelled. In addition to keeping the fragments rigid during the simulation as most methods do, Rosetta maintains bond angles and length at some ideal values to reduce the search space. Accordingly, the sole degrees of freedom in the coarse-grained search are the backbone torsion angles, whereas, side chains' are only taken into account in the fine-grained stage [12] . A noteworthy observation concerning the force fields type used in both scoring functions is the usage of both physics and knowledge-based terms [27] . Since conformations produced by Rosetta only rely on short fragments, it has high flexibility in inferring new folds as clearly demonstrated by its state-of-the-art performance on FM targets in the latest CASP events [9, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Departing from Bowie and Eisenberg's principles, but still considered as belonging to the fragment-assembly category, I-TASSER (Iterative Threading ASSEmbly Refinement) combines ab initio modelling and threading [7] . Since the length of the fragments chosen from threading has no upper limit (greater than or equal to 5), this method is suitable for both FM and template-based modelling (TBM) targets. As Rosetta, I-TASSER initially generates low resolution conformations, which are then refined. More specifically, structure prediction relies on three main stages [34] . First, sequence profile and predicted SS are used for threading through a representative set of the PDB. The highly-ranked template hits are selected for the next step. Second, structural assemblies are built using a coarse representation involving only C-alphas and centres of mass of the side chains. While fragments are extracted from the best aligned regions of the selected templates, pure ab initio modelling is used to create sections without templates. Fragment assemblies are performed by a modified version of the replica-exchange Monte Carlo simulation technique (REMC) [35] constrained by a knowledge-based force field including PDB-derived and threading constraints, and contact predictions. Generated conformations are then structurally clustered to produce a set of representatives, i.e. cluster centroids. Third, those structures are refined during another simulation stage to produce allatom models. This mixed strategy has proved extremely successful since "Zhang-Server" [36] , which is a combined pipeline of I-TASSER and QUARK (see next paragraph), has been ranked as the best server for protein structure prediction in the latest four CASP experiments (CASP7-10) [24, 25] , when all target categories are considered. However, when only FM targets associated with ab initio approaches are taken into account, Rosetta tends to provide more accurate models than I-TASSER [9, 29, 30, 32] .
Xu and Yang identified force fields and search strategies as the main limitations to accurate structure prediction [37] . They proposed a new approach, QUARK, which attempts to address them, while taking advantage of I-TASSER and Rosetta's strengths. In addition to sequence profile and SS, QUARK also uses predicted solvent accessibility and torsion angles to select, like Rosetta and unlike I-TASSER, small fragments (size up to 20 residues) using a threading method for each sequence fragment. Then, using a semi-reduced model, i.e. the full backbone atoms and the side-chain centre of mass, and a variety of predicted structural features, an I-TASSER like pipeline is followed: assembly generation using REMC, conformation clustering and production of a few all-atom models. In this phase, not only does QUARK allow more conformational movements than I-TASSER, but also utilises a more advanced force field comprised of 11 terms including hydrogen bonding, SA and fragmentbased distance profile, see [37] for details. When QUARK started contributing to CASP in its 9 th experiment, it was outperformed by Rosetta; however, positions were inverted in CASP10 [9, 32] .
All previously described fragment-based protein structure prediction methods are sequence-dependent since fragments are extracted from templates selected using sequence based information [16] . However, it has also been proposed to create databases of fragment models, which are chosen independently from their amino acid compositions to constitute conformation assemblies [38, 39] . Fragments are only defined by their 'shape' and substituted in the query sequence at positions where amino acids can conform to those shapes. Although such techniques have not been competitive against sequence-dependent predictors, they have shown interesting results in modelling loops [38] .
Although fragment assembly methods have been ranked as the most successful ones for free-modelling predictions, yet, many issues remain and need to be addressed [2] . First, successful attempts to produce accurate conformations have been mainly restricted to targets whose lengths are less than 100 residues [37] due to the enormous search space even though fragments are used instead of individual amino acids. Second, even for small proteins, processing time is prohibitive for the typical user; Rosetta, for instance, needs on average 150 CPU days per target [40] . Third, despite effective use of Monte Carlo simulations along with fragment replacements, a structure's global minimum is likely to be missed. In addition, the design of the most appropriate force field is still a research question as current ones often fail to recognise native structure [8, 37] . Finally, the large number of decoys produced by most of those methods constitutes an additional barrier to identification of native-like conformations since there is no straightforward correspondence between free energy values and similarity to a native structure. As a consequence, design of model quality assessment programs has become an active research area on its own [41, 42] .
As discussed, in twenty years, the field of fragmentbased protein structure prediction has made very good progress, but there is still a lot of scope for improvement. A promising approach has been the integration within standard fragment-based systems of spatial constraints. So far, this has been performed using predicted contact maps [43, 44] . Recently [45] , integration of those constraints as a term into Rosetta's energy function has led to significant improved model quality in terms of TM-score [46] . However, since accurate prediction of a contact map currently relies on the availability of a relatively large protein family (ideally more than 1000 homologous protein sequences) [47] , their usage is not suitable for any protein target. Moreover, low quality contact maps lead invariably to poor models, since wrong constraints prevent exploration of the native structure conformation space. As a conclusion, there is a need for the design of alternative constraints to fragment-based protein structure prediction.
Structural classification
Categorising protein structural classes was first introduced by Levitt and Chothia in 1976 [48] when proteins were found to belong to one of four classes: (1) all-alpha proteins; (2) all-beta proteins; (3) alpha + beta protein where beta strands tend to be segregated and likely to form antiparallel beta sheets; (4) alpha / beta proteins where alpha helices and beta strands are rather mixed and therefore polypeptide chains are expected to contain parallel beta sheets. Two decades later, Chothia et al. established a manually curated online database the Structural Classification Of Proteins (SCOP) [49] . The first level of its hierarchy was initially divided into five classes: the original four and a 'multi-domain' class. Later on two further classes were added, i.e. 'Membrane and cell surface proteins and peptides' and 'Small proteins' [50] . Despite this increase in class numbers, the original four classes still represent over 90% of all SCOP entries.
Two years after SCOP initial release, an alternative database, CATH -named after the first four levels of its hierarchy: Class, Architecture, Topology and Homology -was established [51] . Since they showed that there was no clear separation between alpha + beta and alpha/beta proteins [52, 53] , CATH has been based on only 4 classes: (1) mostly alpha; (2) mostly beta; (3) alpha beta and (4) Few secondary structures. Despite differences between SCOP and CATH, a comparative study [54] has shown the top level of both hierarchies, i.e. 'Class' , is relatively consistent in comparison to the remaining levels since it is defined according to high level structural features.
Assigning a protein structure to a specific class is not trivial. Whereas CATH uses an automated way [53] , SCOP relies on manual inspection. Except for discrimination between 'alpha/beta' and 'alpha + beta' , the critical criterion is the percentage of helix and strand contents. Many studies have been conducted to establish the best thresholds for classification, which led to a variety of values [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Eventually, a thorough comparative study, established that the 15% helix and 10% strand thresholds are optimal -those are used by CATH -, see Figure 1 , even if overlapping regions exist between adjacent classes, especially 'alpha/+beta' and 'mainly beta' [55] .
Since knowledge of a protein's structural class from its sequence may reveal crucial information concerning folding types and functions [63, 64] and can be considered as a first step towards solving structure prediction problem, sequence based class prediction has become an active research area [65] . Proposed approaches take advantage of either 1) machines learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [66] [67] [68] , Artificial Neural Networks [69] , rough sets [70] , bagging [71] , ensembles [72] [73] [74] [75] and Meta-Classifiers [76, 77] or 2) features that reveal classrelated information like physiochemical-based information [73, 78] , pseudo amino acid composition [79, 80] , amino acid sequence reverse encoding [81, 82] , Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PPSM) profile [83] and structural based information including secondary structure prediction [55, [84] [85] [86] . Detailed reviews can be found in [87, 88] . Although stateof-the-art tools, including SCPRED [89] , MODAS [81] , RKS-PPSC [72] , PSSS-PSSM [90] , AADP-PSSM [91] , SCEC [74] , AATP [92] , AAC-PSSM-AC [93] and PSSP-RFE [94] report overall accuracy that up to 90%, challenges remain in particular with proteins with low sequence similarity and discrimination between alpha/beta versus alpha + beta classes [90] . It is worth noting that most tools only deal with the four original SCOP classes which comprise around 90% of annotated domains [88] . 
Overview
As highlighted in the review of fragment-based protein structure prediction approaches, their main limitation, as with all ab-initio methods, is their ability to sample efficiently the enormous protein configuration space which increases exponentially with protein sequence length. However, production of accurate predictions is eased if, for each given position, there is high proportion of fragments fitting closely the native one [95] : the higher the quality of the fragment libraries, the more focus the conformation search is on the sub-space containing the native structure. We propose to exploit this property by customising further fragment libraries according to the nature of the protein target. More specifically, we suggest tailoring the set of template proteins which are the source of those libraries so that their quality is increased. We formulate the hypothesis that protein structures that share structural information with a protein target are more likely to provide better fitting fragments than structurally unrelated proteins. Since sequence based structural class prediction has become relatively mature, we have decided to use such information to select the relevant template structures.
From those principles, we have designed this new fragment-based protein structure prediction methodology, see Figure 2 . First, structural class is predicted from the sequence of the protein target. Second, a target specific list of template structures is generated by extracting high resolution templates sharing the same structural class from the default template protein set (a PDB subset) associated to the fragment-based method. Finally, the target sequence and its associated template list are submitted to a fragment-based protein structure prediction, which produces customised fragment libraries and generates a set of putative structures of the protein target.
In this paper, we conduct an exhaustive evaluation of our methodology on a set of recent CASP targets. First, we compare the quality of models with and without class annotations, including the case when structural classes are predicted from sequence. Second, we analyse the influence of the class type on structure prediction performance. Third, we study the impact of class annotations in terms of convergence towards the best conformation. Fourth, we discuss the validity of the proposed methodology and its potential application. Finally, we provide a detailed presentation of the proposed fragment-based protein structure prediction methodology.
Results

Dataset, databases and software tools
The target dataset comprises 70 proteins selected from the latest CASP contests. First, only proteins containing fewer than 150 amino acids were considered since larger targets would show a complexity which is generally believed to be beyond the capabilities of state-of-the-art ab initio methods [7] . Second, the selection process aimed at producing a set of FM targets showing diversity in terms of structural class. However, in order to be able to produce statistically significant results, the initial set was extended using TBM targets. In any case, the experimental protocol was designed so that predictions would be made independently of the presence of homologous structures in the template set.
In terms of structural class prediction, the two main classifications, i.e. CATH [96] and SCOP [97] , were considered. Class annotations used in experiments were collected from two sources: annotations based on actual protein structures Figure 2 Proposed fragment-based protein structure prediction methodology.
-which are treated as the gold standard -and sequence based predictions performed by MODAS [79] . Finally, structure prediction was performed using the fragment based de novo protein structure prediction software offered by the Rosetta suite [98] , where the number of selected fragments for each position was left to its default value, i.e. 200. In order to cover a reasonably high number of permutations amongst the total number of fragments, Rosetta's team recommends generating between 20,000 and 30,000 models [12] . Therefore, we decided to generate 20,000 conformations for each experiment to conduct a thorough study. Their evaluation was performed using both the GDT_TS (GDT in the text) and RMSD metrics of the 10 highest and lowest models respectively.
General performance
First, quality of the models generated by the standard Rosetta framework, i.e. without using any structural class annotation, is compared to those produced using the gold standard, i.e. structure based, class annotations. As Table 1 shows, average performance for the 70 targets (target specific results are shown in Additional file 1: Table S1 ) in terms of both RMSD and GDT demonstrates that class annotation allows better structure prediction (~6% improvement). Those differences are statistically highly significant since p-values < 0.0005 and < 0.005, respectively. On the other hand, there is no significant difference between the SCOP and CATH based approaches in terms of both GDT and RMSD (p-values > 0.05).
In addition, Table 1 reveals that predictions based on MODAS automatic annotations are only marginally worse than those based on structure based class annotations especially for SCOP. This can be explained, first, by the very good accuracy of MODAS predictions and, second, by the fact that misclassifications only appear between classes with blurred borders [53] . Comparison between structure and sequence-based annotations shows that 78.5% and 81.4% of classes have been correctly predicted by MODAS for SCOP and CATH respectively. As expected, there is higher accuracy for CATH since there is no differentiation between alpha/beta and alpha + beta classes. Indeed, the confusion matrix shown in Table 2 highlights that confusion only occurs between alpha and alpha_beta, or beta and alpha_beta, or FSS and alpha_beta classes (differences in the latter case happen since targets lie on the border between those classes, see Additional file 1: Table S1 ), but never between alpha and beta classes. Those results demonstrate that usage of a structural class predictor makes our pipeline practical and allows the generation of better models than those produced by the standard Rosetta framework. Since structural class prediction is an active research area, there is no doubt that performance obtained with predicted classes will get even closer to those attained with actual classes in the near future. Given that the aim of this paper is to demonstrate and analyse the value of fragment libraries generated from class specific templates, the remaining analysis concentrates on results generated from structurebased class annotations.
As Figures 2 and 3 show, predictions based on structural class annotations outperform standard ones for a majority of targets. Actually, higher GDT is obtained for 70.0% and 78.6% of the targets using CATH and SCOP respectively (Figure 3 ), whereas better RMSD is shown for 61.4% and 67.1% of the targets (Figure 4 ). More detailed information is shown in Table 3 , whereas target specific data are provided in Additional file 1: Table S1 .
Performance according to structural class
Since SCOP and CATH-based produces similar results, we can conclude that those classifications are equally informative in terms of protein template selection; however, that may not be case for all classes. Hence, we have conducted a more in depth analysis by focusing on performance enhancement according to the structural class of the target (see Table 4 ). First, whatever the classification, targets from all main classes benefit significantly from template selection: the number of targets with models displaying a better GDT is between 61.1% and 100.0%. Interestingly, targets combining Alpha and Beta structures seem to gain more from the proposed methodology. One may suggest that, since structural discontinuities between secondary structure elements are key to a protein conformation, using libraries with a higher content of alpha to/from beta transition fragments leads to better conformation predictions.
Second, as expected, association to less common classes that are not specific in terms of structural content, i.e. Few Secondary Structures (FSS) and Small Proteins Sequence based annotations are the one taken from MODAS predictions. GDT and RMSD are the average of the GDT_TS and RMSD of the 70 targets, which in turn, are the average of the highest and lowest 10 scores respectively.
(SP), seem to be less beneficial with (SP) or even detrimental (FSS) to structure prediction. Although one should be cautious when discussing results for such a small number of targets, the fact that the number of templates associated with those classes is a degree of magnitude lower than the main classes' may also lead to the generation of fragment libraries which do not cover sufficiently the conformation space. Third, except for the ' Alpha' class, where CATH class annotations contribute to slightly better results, SCOP's lead to a marginally higher number of targets with improved models (see Table 3 for details). One can also note that, except in the case of SP and FSS classes where it is very low, the number of templates does not seem to impact on structure prediction.
Convergence towards native-like conformations
Although we have shown that methods relying on structural class-based libraries generally generate better conformations than the standard Rosetta framework, it is important to know if this leads to a notable change in terms of model significance. To address this question, we performed classification of the average of the best 10 model for each target according to thresholds adopted in the literature. Production of models the GDT of which are above 40 is particularly important since their conformation is believed to have the same 'shape' as the target, which may reveal crucial information about potential proteins' functions [99, 100] . Models whose GDT value is greater than or equal to 85 are judged convenient to solve the phase problem in crystallography [101] . Conformations with GDT higher than 59 are believed to be'good'enough [102] , whilst structures with GDT lower than 40 are considered of poor quality or even random [103, 104] . Consequently, we will adopt the following thresholds and associated classes: "Poor" for GDT < 40, "Moderate" for GDT between 40 and 59, "Good" between 60 and 84, and "High Quality" for GDT > 84. As Figure 5 shows, whereas the standard Rosetta framework is able to produce informative models for 61.4% of the targets, both SCOP and CATH-based schemes deliver a much larger proportion of them, 74.8% for both.
Since part of the rational of the proposed methodology is a reduction of the size of the conformation space, we calculated for each target the number of conformations which were generated in order to produce the structure with highest GDT or/and lowest RMSD out of the 20,000. SCOP and CATH-based experiments produce both their best GDT and RMSD structures after generating a smaller number of conformations than the standard Rosetta framework, converging towards those conformations, respectively, 2.8% and 6.9% faster (see Table 5 ). In addition, since correlation between GDT and RMSD increases when conformations are getting closer to the native one, the generation of models which display both the Highest GDT and the Lowest RMSD indicate that a predictor tends to produce more native-like conformations. Out of the 70 targets, 9, 10 and 16 protein conformations share best GDT and RMSD in experiments conducted using the standard Rosetta framework, SCOP and CATH classes, respectively. Although both SCOP and CATH classes allow generation of more of those models, this is particularly significant for CATH outputs since there is an increase of 78% compared to the standard Rosetta framework.
Discussion
Following an exhaustive evaluation of our methodology, we have demonstrated that usage of class annotations leads to highly significant enhanced structure prediction performance (p-values < 0.005), even if they have been predicted from sequence alone. Although experiments were conducted using two different types of structural classifications, i.e. CATH and SCOP, there is no convincing evidence suggesting that one is more appropriate than the other. Performance analysis according to structural type class shows that targets from all main and well defined classes benefit from the proposed methodology.
Moreover, quality of structure prediction does not appear to be influenced by the number of selected template, if it is above a few 1000s. All these results support our hypothesis that template quality in terms of structural relevance is more important than quantity and diversity. In addition, experiments conducted using structural class prediction demonstrates the proposed methodology is practical.
Further results analysis also shows that methods relying on class-based libraries produce conformations which are more relevant to user, i.e. more 'good' and 'accurate' models. In addition, since structure predictors converge quicker towards the best model, this substantiates our claim that usage of structurally relevant templates conduct to reducing the size of the conformation space to be explored.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed usage of structural class constraints for ab initio fragment-based protein structure prediction to decrease the size of the conformation search space. Then, using Rosetta, a comprehensive evaluation of our methodology has been conducted on a set of recent CASP targets. We have demonstrated that exploitation of class annotations leads to enhanced structure prediction Numbers are extracted and analysed from the Additional file 1: Table S1 for the whole dataset.
performance; even if they are predicted since current sequence based predictions are sufficiently accurate. Results also support our hypothesis that reduction towards a better focused structure space conducts to quicker identification of better models. Since our methodology produces models the quality of which is up to 7% higher in average than those generated by a standard fragment-based predictor, we believe it should be considered before conducting any fragmentbased protein structure prediction. Despite such progress, ab initio prediction remains a challenging task, especially for proteins of average and large sizes. Apart from improving search strategies and energy functions, integration of additional constraints seems a promising route, especially if they can be accurately predicted from sequence alone.
Methods
Fragment-based protein structure prediction software
Since we propose to enhance performance of fragmentbased protein structure predictors by customising their fragment libraries, validation relies on using an existing predictor which can be tailored to suit our methodology. Among state-of-the-art methods, QUARK does not provide user control of protein template selection and it has only been available very recently for I-TASSER (V4.1 released in August 2014). As a consequence, Rosetta was selected, since, in addition to offer state-of-the-art ab initio protein structure predictions [9] , it is open-source, providing full control of the template proteins used for fragment extraction [98] .
In Rosetta, fragment-based protein structure prediction relies on high resolution template proteins to excise fragments from. When using the standard Rosetta framework, the database of template proteins of Rosetta's web server is used [105] . Indeed, Rosetta's developers strongly recommend using it since it is supposed to contain idealised and diverse collections of structures that are believed to allow the construction of any possible conformation. However, the Rosetta package also offers the facility -a local fragment builder called 'Fragment_Picker' [106] and a local copy of the database of template proteins called "vall" -to build user-specific fragment libraries by using a userdefined set of templates.
Here, our approach takes advantage of that capacity under the 'Quota' protocol, which is specifically designed for ab initio predictions, so that the high resolution template proteins selected by structural class annotation of the target become the source of the fragment libraries. We have used the latest version of the "vall" supported by Rosetta3, which comprises high resolved proteins of different classes Figure 5 Qualitative distribution of the average GDT of the best 10 models.
and folds. A list of a class's PDB code is provided to "Fragment_Picker", so that the intersection of that set and "vall" is used as fragment libraries' source.
Structural class annotations
Our novel approach relies on structural class annotations of target sequences. Both SCOP and CATH are widely used databases, attracting diverse publics according to appreciation of their different degrees of automation. Since SCOP-based annotations rely largely on a manual process, they are preferred by many biologists as it is seen to be "more natural" [55] . On the other hand, CATH's higher degree of automation makes annotations more systematic and allows processing a larger share of the PDB. Here both classification schemes are considered in our evaluation. Since we wish to both validate the concept of using class-specific fragment libraries for protein structure predictions and demonstrate its practicality, all protein targets were annotated twice based on either their known structure -classifications seen as the gold standard -or their sequence. First, structural class annotations, according to both SCOP and CATH classifications, were conducted on all protein targets using their structure. Note that all selected targets only contained a single domain. Initially, when available, annotations were extracted from SCOP and CATH databases. If a target was present only in one of the two, the second annotation could generally be deduced directly. However, in the case of a protein belonging to CATH's class 'alpha beta' , manual inspection was used to allocate it to either the alpha/beta or alpha + beta class in the SCOP classification. Alternatively, when targets did not have any annotation in neither databases, we classified them manually based on the secondary structure contents of their PDB entry as provided by the Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (DSSP) [107] and the thresholds adopted by CATH [53] .
Second, class annotations were predicted from sequence alone. As seen in the 'Background' section, structural class prediction is a very mature field where accuracy reaches up to 90%. Among the most competitive methods, MODAS [79] -MODular Approach to Structural class predictionis particularly suitable for our application since it is freely available online and it provides predictions for the main seven classes of SCOP, from which CATH-like annotations can automatically inferred. MODAS classifiers are based on a SVM which operates on combined features from both predicted secondary structure and multiple sequence alignment profiles.
Evaluation framework
In order to evaluate the proposed framework, predictions have to be performed using protein sequences the structure of which is known. Since we intend to simulate ab initio protein structure prediction, it is important to make sure that information about the actual native and potential homologous structures is not exploited. As a consequence, when the standard Rosetta framework is used the 'exclude homologues' flag is set, whereas the pipeline presented in Figure 2 was slightly modified.
First, structural class annotation is conducted according to the experiment aim, i.e. concept validation or practicality demonstration using either CATH or SCOP. Second, all high quality structures of the PDB belonging to same structural class are extracted. A 2.5 Angstrom resolution cut-off is used to produce high quality fragments. Third, the target and all its homologues (based on PSI-BLAST with an E-value < 0.05) were removed from the set of collected structures. Fourth, the fragment libraries were constructed by providing Rosetta's fragment-picker with this set of protein templates. Apart from setting the 'exclude homologues' flag, all the default options were kept including parameter weights and the number of fragments at each position, i.e. 200. Finally, since picking and assembling fragments to construct a whole conformation is a stochastic process that relies on Monte Carlo simulation, it needs to be performed a large number of times. As it is suitable to produce as many as possible structures for each target as an attempt to cover the highest number of permutations amongst the total number of fragments, the recommended value of 20,000 models was chosen for all experiments [12] .
Evaluation metrics
The main metric used to assess our structure prediction pipeline is the global distance test-total score (GDT_TS). It was introduced as a part of the LGA (Local Global Alignment) method and since then it has been widely accepted in the community mainly due the fact it is less sensitive to outliers than the popular root mean square deviation (RMSD) [108] . GDT_TS is the formal criterion CASP uses in order to qualify and assess Tertiary Structure (TS) prediction and it is defined as the average of the percentage of residues that are less than 1, 2, 4, and 8 angstroms. For the sake of completeness, we have also included the RMSD in our analysis. Metrics were generated using MaxCluster, a tool for protein structure comparison and clustering [109] . Since our study mainly aims at improving the quality of the generated conformations, structure results are evaluated using the average of the best 10 scores for each metric, although results for the best score of each metric are provided as well in the Additional file 1: Table S1 . Therefore, whenever GDT and RMSD are mentioned in this paper, unless otherwise stated, they refer to the average of the highest 10 GDT_TS and lowest 10 RMSD respectively. Besides, GDT_TS and RMSD, GDT-HA (High Accuracy) is also shown in the detailed results presented in the Additional file 1: Table S1 since it proves useful especially for high accuracy predictions. It is defined as the average of the percentage of residues that superimpose within 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 angstroms.
Additional files
Additional file 1: Table S1 . It includes the detailed results for the 70 targets using three metrics: GDT_TS, GDT_HA and RMSD for the three experiments (Standard, CATH-based and SCOP-based). For each experiment two sets of data are provided; the best and the average of the best 10 scores of each metric. 
